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What is evo-devo, what is culture and what is cultural evolution? 

Approaches to cultural evolution inspired by biological evolution

A developmental system approach: Waddington’s epigenetic landscape , 

metaphor

The social landscape

Three examples

Questions

How can we integrate different approaches?   



The Evo-Devo Agenda

• Highlights the role of regulatory changes in networks; the properties 

of the network – plasticity and canalization are of central importance.

• A focus on cascading developmental effects that can lead to  

novelties at higher levels; the importance of hierarchy, of modular 

organization. 

• Highlights the constraints and affordances that developmental 

organization impose on evolutionary change.  How much “order for 

free” can we get? What constrains the space of possible “solutions”?

• Emphasizes the relations between different types and levels of 

information transmission, variation and selection

• A strong emphasis on the agency of individuals, on processes of 

social and cultural niche construction



Culture a dynamic system/network of more or less persistent  
socially-acquired and reconstructed patterns of behaviors, ideas, 
preferences and products of activity that characterize a community   

Evolution is a change in the frequency and nature of heritable 
types over time (dynamic stability is a special case)

Human cultural evolution the historical process of change in 
human cultural patterns over time

From an evo-devo  (and eco) point of view, a cultural system is a 

dynamic entity into which individuals are introduced, in which they 

develop and to which they contribute. This system/network gets 

reconstructed (with modifications) using inputs mediated by past 

and present individual and collective activities and products. 



Starting point: the dynamics of stability

What accounts for the persistence of a certain pattern of dynamic 

cultural organization over time in a particular community? 

• Strong contingent system constraints and local self-sustaining regulatory 
interactions (conformity rules etc.)

• High-fidelity cultural transmission of contingent cultural behaviors between 
individuals (e.g. learning by rote)

• Universal cognitive attractors

There is diversity among cultures, but also some regularities – some 
patterns tend to re-occur. Regularities may be due to:

• Universal cognitive attractors (not lineage-history-dependent; we all have a 
notion of time and space because of our cognitive architecture)

• Common initial conditions (e.g. ecological; not lineage-history-dependent)

• Lineage-historical continuity, with either high fidelity transmission, persistent 
system dynamics, or both  



Evolution-inspired approaches to cultural 

evolution (since the 1970s)

Approaches are based 

(i) On the assumption that preexisting genetic predispositions 

explain the most important aspects of human culture (evolutionary 

psychologists committed to massive modularity) 

(ii) Analogies with biological evolution (memetic approach, e.g. 

Dawkins, Susan Blackmore) 

(iii) Dual inheritance models with genetic and social learning-based 

cultural transmission and co-evolution in human populations (Boyd 

and Richerson)



Massive modularity



“The propagation, stabilization, and evolution of cultural 

representations have a variety of causes. They are helped  

or hindered by demographic and other ecological 

conditions, in particular by human-made features of the 

environment, and by educational, political, and religious 

institutions. We agree with standard social science that 

culture is not human psychology writ large and that it would 

make little sense to seek a psychological reductionist 

explanation of culture. We believe, however, that   

psychological factors play an essential role in

culture. Among these psychological factors, the 

modular organization of human cognitive abilities 

favors the recurrence, cross-cultural variability, and 

local stability of a wide range of cultural 

representations.” (Culture and Modularity, Sperber and 

Hirschfeld, my italics)Modularity Culture and Modularity .



Memetics (viruses of the mind)



The acquisition and transmission of ideas and practices are 
the consequence of processes of socio-developmental, 
context-sensitive construction rather than history- and 
function-blind copying. Although the process is context 
sensitive, it is very often not the product of any 
sophisticated reasoning.  

From a developmental perspective, a “meme”  is a 
phenotypic trait, which develops and is reconstructed 
during communication and representation processes. 

For some explanatory purposes one can ignore this and 
treat variations in cultural traits in purely informational 
terms. This is useful for long time spans and for cases 
where we have little detailed information about the social-
cultural context. It is a good starting point for investigation. 



Dual Inheritance

Evolution Change in the frequency of a characteristic in a population

Selection explains the functional complexity of traits

Variation

Heritability

Differential fitness Babies

Mutation

Cultural

Social learning

Discovery / error

Babies

Cultural 

individual

selection

Students

Cultural 

group

selection

Biological

Genes



Dual inheritance theory + niche construction



A DST Approach to Culture

Taking a DST approach we must first figure out the persistent 

dynamics of the  developmental (cultural-social) system, so we can 

follow its historical change over different time scales 

We outline a developmental approach inspired by Waddington, which 

is not committed to massive modularity and which explicitly considers 

individual life-histories; system constraints and affordances act as 

attractors. 



Waddington’s Epigenetic Landscape



“Epigenetics.. The branch of biology which studies the causal 

interactions between genes and their products which bring the 
phenotype into being.” (Waddington 1968, p. 12; Based on 
Waddington 1942  p. 18)

Plasticity: the ability of a single genotype to generate variant forms of 
morphology, physiology and/or behavior, in response to different 
environmental circumstances 

Canalization: the adjustment of developmental pathways so as to 
bring about a uniform developmental result in spite of genetic and 
environmental variations 



For many traits, including most learnt behaviors, 

plasticity is open-ended, and the developmental 

trajectories are only partially drafted. 

Exploration and selective stabilization: the 

generation of a large set of local variations and 

interactions, from which only a small subset is 

eventually stabilized and manifested. Which 

particular output is realized depends on the initial 

conditions, the ease with which developmental 

trajectories can be deflected away from their 

current paths, and the number of possible points 

around which development can be stably organized 

(attractors). 



The Epigenetic Landscape
What inputs in addition to genes construct this landscape?



Inputs into development (and heredity)

The differences that make a difference

Genetic variations (DNA)

Epigenetic/gametic variations: variations in the non-DNA 
part of the egg (nuclear and cytoplasmic)

Epigenetic organismal variations: variations in early care and 
nourishment (transmitted through womb & milk and early 
care) 

Epigenetic organismal variations: variations in the 
social/symbolical aspects of the cultural system, (resources, 
rules, frameworks)

Variations in niche-constructed ecological legacies 







Psychological trauma: animal studies

In mammals, stressful or traumatic experiences 

such as social defeat, strong and enduring mental 

shock, physical and emotional abuse, or 

deprivation of early parental care can have long-

term, trans-generational effects on learning ability 

and mental health. These effects are mediated by 

molecular epigenetic mechanisms.



Epigenetic Transmission of the Impact of Early Stress Across Generations

BIOL PSYCHIATRY 2010;68:408–415

Tamara B. Franklin, Holger Russig, Isabelle C. Weiss, Johannes Gräff, Natacha Linder, Aubin 

Michalon,Sandor Vizi, and Isabelle M. Mansuy

We show that chronic and unpredictable maternal separation induces depressive-like 

behaviors and alters the behavioral response to aversive environments in the separated 

animals when adult. Most of the behavioral alterations are further expressed by the 

offspring of males subjected to maternal separation, despite the fact that these males 

are reared normally. Chronic and unpredictable maternal separation also alters the 

profile of DNA methylation in the promoter of several candidate genes in the germline of 

the separated males. Comparable changes in DNA methylation are also present in the 

brain of the offspring and are associated with altered gene expression.

Conclusions: These findings highlight the negative impact of early stress on 

behavioral responses across generations and on the regulation of DNA 

methylation in the germline.



Toxicological trauma: germline transmission of 

induced changes Jirtle and Skinner 2007

• Spermatogenic Defect (>90%)

• Male infertility (complete ~10%, severe 20%)

• Premature aging (~30%) 

• Kidney disease (~40%)

• Prostate disease (~50%)

• Increase in tumor formation (~20%)

• Pre-eclampsia-like (hypertension) during late pregnancy (~15%)



Humans (psychological trauma):

There are indications that psychological trauma can 

affect descendants’ disposition to develop trauma-related 

vulnerabilities. 

• The children of Holocaust survivors are more prone to 

develop PTSD than control groups.

• Even the short stress of the September 11th attack 

seems to have led to behavioural changes in the 

children of women who were pregnant while 

witnessing it.



• Changed DNA methylation in the glucocorticoid promoter (a 

DNA region controlling stress sensitivity) is associated with 

parental PTSD and their children’s vulnerability to trauma. 

• In a study of men who were traumatized during the Rwandan 

genocide, a correlation was found between the methylation 

level of this gene promoter and the memory aspects of PTSD.

• Between-generational effects on the methylation of an 

important regulator of GR-sensitivity, FKBP5, which have been 

associated with both PTSD and intergenerational effects, have 

been demonstrated, showing inverse relationship between 

induced methylation marks in traumatized parents and their 

descendants’ methylation profile.



There was a great famine in the German-occupied 
part of the Netherlands, during the winter of 1944-
1945, near the end of World War II. A German 
blockade cut off food and fuel shipments from farm 
areas to punish the Dutch for their reluctance to aid 
the Nazi war effort. Some 4.5 million were affected 
and survived because of soup kitchens. About 22,000 
died because of the famine. Subsequent academic 
research on the children who were affected in the 
second trimester of their mother's pregnancy, found 
an increased incidence of schizophrenia in these 
children. Also increased among them were the rates 
of schizotypal personality and neurological defects.

Individuals who were prenatally exposed to famine 
during the Dutch Hunger Winter, had, 6 decades 
later, less DNA methylation of the imprinted IGF2 
gene compared with their unexposed, same-sex 
siblings. The association was specific for 
periconceptional exposure, reinforcing  the 
observation that very early mammalian development 
is a crucial period for establishing and maintaining 
epigenetic marks.

Psychological war 

trauma does not 

come alone.. 



As yet, there are no systematic epidemiological studies that 

tease apart the various ways in which psychological stress 

could affect people’s descendants. 

We need to know to what extent the effects that have been 

observed are due to changes that occur/persist in the 

gametes of the parents, or in the uterine environment, or in 

the way infants were nursed, or in how the children were 

brought up, or in the combination of these factors. 

and the availability of health records in both Gaza and Israel 

could be organized to provide the data needed for understanding how the 

effects of stress are handed on from parents to children (see table). Differences in 

the severity of the stresses experienced would have to be taken into account in the 

analysis of the data



The “social landscape” is the dynamic pattern of life in a particular 

community. It is the outcome of developmental, ecological, social, and 

epistemological niche construction. An individual develops within, and 

contributes to the collective and cumulative interactions that build up the social 

landscape (Giddens’ structuration approach).

The trajectories in the social landscape are the developmental paths of individuals 
as they become socialized. Individuals can affect their own (and other individuals’) 
trajectory to some extent. 

Individuals go through partially pre-existing trajectories but they also can also 
stabilize, deepen or even deflect them through their activities.  (“when many men 
walk the same way a road is made”)

A social attractor is a region in the landscape where individuals “settle”, i.e. are 
identified by the researcher as relatively typical members of the social setup often 
contributing to its maintenance and stability.

A given social landscape is part of a larger social landscape, but interactions 
within a specific landscape are more numerous and more self sustaining than 
interactions between landscapes.



The social Landscape



The social Landscape (a cross-section)



Urban Poverty in the USA: a Cycle of Deprivation

In the USA children born in the lowest quintile (20%) of the socio-

economic ladder have only a one percent chance to end up in the 

highest 5% (Herz, 2006). This is compounded in the case of poor 

blacks in the USA, where 63% of black children born into the lower 

income quarter, will remain there as adults (Herz, 2006), and this 

percentage is higher if we make our scale finer, and go lower down the 

socio-economic status ladder. 



How are the social landscape and the attractor formed? 

What are the interacting factors shaping the landscapes

1. Social-structural factors; including the kinds of jobs available, the 
education of parents, the quality of schools in the inner city, the 
structure of the state welfare system. 

2. Some biological/epigenetic factors – e.g. where the cheapest food is 
junk food, mothers’ and even fathers’ poor nutrition may have a long 
term effect on the life-chances of their children. Alcohol and drug 
consumptions have trans-generational effects that  lead to ill-health 
and may contribute to the perpetuation of poverty.

3. Exclusion of poor relations by those who “make it”. A poor 
neighborhood has clear social often geographical boundaries (e.g. 
favelas) 

Different individuals have different trajectories, yet end up in the same 
attractor. Examples are selling drugs,  attempts to find low paid 
employment (McJob) and other ways of handling the situation (e.g. 
begging, selling products found in rubbish bins, joining a  gang).



Orthodox Jews in LA

Maintaining a thriving orthodox Jewish community in LA, Beverly La-

Brea neighborhood, an area known for its secular and “transgressive”  

youth culture rather than for strict adherence to religious edicts. How is 

religious life of this particular sort sustained?



How are the landscape and the attractor formed?

1. The neighborhood-community affords members with the 

institutional framework they need and generates participation, 

creating multiple obligations that members are constantly 

pulled towards (the education system; Sabbath edicts).

2. Because they are so similar to “others,” they maintain 

boundaries by differentiating between themselves  and the 

“others”, transforming their seeming marginality and 

difference into a seductive experience of community. 

Geographic boundaries are formed.

3. Public worship situations create interactions which sustain the 

religious communal life and generate communal meanings.



The spread of sign language and 

connexin deafness

Observation: the frequency of connexin deaf 

people doubled during the last 200 years in the 

USA.  So did the use of sign language.

Sign language was introduced at the beginning of 

the 19th century altering the reproductive 

patterns of deaf people. 

The combined effects of relaxed selection and 

linguistic homogamy can explain the high 

frequency of connexin deafness



Connexin deafness and the spread of sign language in the USA

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MiamiCaptionURL&_method=retrieve&_udi=B8JDD-4RDBM6R-2&_image=B8JDD-4RDBM6R-2-4&_ba=&_user=48161&_rdoc=1&_fmt=full&_orig=search&_cdi=43612&view=c&_isHiQual=Y&_acct=C000005078&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=48161&md5=45feb18d16a069aeab9f809ff1b2fc33
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MiamiCaptionURL&_method=retrieve&_udi=B8JDD-4RDBM6R-2&_image=B8JDD-4RDBM6R-2-4&_ba=&_user=48161&_rdoc=1&_fmt=full&_orig=search&_cdi=43612&view=c&_isHiQual=Y&_acct=C000005078&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=48161&md5=45feb18d16a069aeab9f809ff1b2fc33


The landscape metaphor allows us to consider the many factors and 
processes including institutional and macroeconomic factors, the biological  
effects (e.g. of nutrition)— that are hard to incorporate within others 
frameworks. The “social landscape” does not grant a-priori privileged 
position to one type of factor or process. It facilitates considerations of 
stability in spite of perturbations; it also highlights non-linear dynamics that 
may sometimes lead to abrupt changes.

Evolution and development are continuous and dominated by network 
dynamics. Different time scales need to be considered.



Exploration: How does the landscape change?

A particular landscape is one of many landscapes in the more global 

picture. Changes to neighboring parts of the focal landscape can affect 

it, creating new possible trajectories. For example, the Jewish 

enlightenment (Haskala) in the 18th-19th centuries, a movement advocating 

integration within general non-Jewish culture was the result of political and 

social changes in the non-Jewish society. Two landscapes that were 

separated came closer together enabling massive changes within the 

traditional Jewish landscape and creating a new “hybrid” landscape.

Change can occur because the internal conflicts among individuals and 

groups within the landscape that were masked by regulatory 

interactions, cross a threshold. It leads to the coming together of different 

groups, institutional changes, new interactions and new potential 

trajectories (change in women status’ during the last 100 years)

Change can occur when new communication technologies develop that 

can bring together parts of different landscapes together; for example 

the internet’s role in the Arab spring-revolutions. 



Some questions about stability and change

What is the strength of canalization for different cultural 
phenomena within a society? (focus on self-correcting processes, 
exclusion processes, coercive factors, that lead to autocatalytic 
dynamics). How do early events scaffold later ones? 

Answers to these questions may allow comparison between different 
social landscapes, for example, urban poverty in different societies, or 
religious practices in different milieus. Interpreting the observed 
differences in terms of differences between patterns of interactions 
may be useful 

What are the relative effects of different processes? Which processes 
form self-maintaining interactions?

What is the relative closure, or the relative autonomy of the part of the 
global landscape we focus on?



What is the role of new technologies , especially communication 
technologies in changing social landscapes? Which network nodes are 
affected?

How does migration, of people and ideas, change landscapes? 

What is the role of conflict? When is conflict a vehicle of change rather 
than of dynamic stability?

Which changes and how many changes must occur for change at the 
landscape level to occur? 

How are socio-cultural and individual-cognitive processes related? ( is the 
social a-posteriori the cognitive-individual a-priori, as Durkheim 
suggested?)

Cultural changes lead to changes in individual cognition; e.g. literacy; 

When thinking about long term human evolution – genetic accommodation 
processes  



George Price 1922-1975
Picture taken 1973

Unifying developmental stabilization and selection



The Nature of Selection

Selection has been studied mainly in genetics, but of course there is 

much more to selection than just genetical selection. In psychology, for 

example, trial-and-error learning is simply learning by selection. In 

chemistry selection operates in a re-crystallisation under equilibrium 

conditions with impure and irregular crystals dissolving and pure well-

formed crystals growing.  In palaeontology and archaeology selection 

especially favours stones, pottery, and teeth, and greatly increases the 

frequency of mandibles among the bones of the hominid skeleton. In 

linguistics, selection unceasingly shapes and reshapes phonetics, 

grammar, and vocabulary. In history we see political selection in the rise 

of Macedonia, Rome, and Muscovy.  Similarly economic selection in 

private enterprise systems causes the rise and fall of firms and products. 

And science itself is shaped in part by selection, with experimental tests 

and other criteria selecting among rival hypotheses. (Price G. 1995 J.

Theor. Biol 175, 389-396; originally written in 1971)



Price 1995:  The nature of Selection. J. Theor Biol. 175: 389-396

Subset (or sample) selection (a) and reproduction-based (Darwinian) selection (b)



The Price equation was used for describing multi-level selection 
Individual selection and group selection) as well as selection 
based on epigenetic variations  

It may be possible to develop it for describing selective 
stabilization within a societies and selection between societies 
including multiple factors through both sample and Darwinian 
selection.



A developmental-historical approach requires inter-

disciplinary collaboration

Symbolic phenomena need developmental grounding. We 

see it most clearly when we study ideas and ways of doing 

that have obvious social and political aspects, as well as 

genetic and epigenetic dimensions. Ideas related to poverty 

gender, ethnic or religious trauma have epigenetic and 

medical aspects as well as social and political aspects that 

social scientists  traditionally focus on. 



Thank you!

Based partly on:Iddo Tavory, Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka (2014) The reproduction of 

the social: a Developmental system view. Linnda Caporael, James Griesemer and William 

Wimsatt (eds) Scaffolding in Evolution, Culture and Cognition. MIT Press, pp.  317-324.


